Simulated annealing algorithms for optimization over continuous spaces come in two vzuietiex Markov chain algorithms and moditied gradient algorithms. Unfortunately, the~is a gap between the theory and the application of these algorithm5 the convergence conditions cannot be practically implemented. In this paper we suggest a practical methodology for implementing the modified gradient annealing algorithms based on their relationship to the Markov chain algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Simulated annealing is a popular approach to global optimization of functions with multiple local minima. One type of annealing algorithm for continuous optimization involves simulating a Markov chain using a generalized Metropolis (or related) method. We refer to these algorithms as Markov chain annealing algorithms (MCAA'S).
There is a large amount of theoretical analysis and practical methodology developed for the MCAA'S (Vanderbilt and Louie, 1984; Bohachevsky et al., 1986; Corana et al., 1987; Brooks and Verdini, 1988; Press and Teukolsky, 1991; Gelfand and Mitter, 1992) .
However, the feasibility of MCAA'S for highdimensional problems is questionable. where (Wk ) is a white Gaussian noise sequence and T is a "temperature" parameter which is slowly decreased as the algorithm proceeds. The idea behind this algorithm is that by artificially adding in the noise term (via Monte Carlo simulation) it is possible to escape from Srnctly local minima. We refer to this moclhied gradient algorithm as a gradient annealing algorithm (GAA). Now there is some theoretical analysis developed for the gradient annealing algorithm (Kushner, 1987; Gelfand and Mitter, 1991 b,c) , but no practical methodology that we are aware of. On the other hand, there maybe some hope of using GAA for high-dimensional problems with smooth well-behaved cost functions, as it attempts to exploit the smoothness by its use of derivatives. The goal of this paper is to use some theory from Gelfand and Mitter (199 la) relating the MCAA and GAA, and some practical methodology ftom Johnson et al. (1989) for the MCAA, to develop a practical methodology for GAA.
MARKOV CHAIN ANNEALING ALGO-RITHMS
Most of the theory and application of MCAA deals with discrete (combinatorial) optimization. The literature on MCAA'S for continuous optimization is by and large a straightforward generalization of the discrete case. It is this point of view we discuss in this section. The discussion is very brief and the reader is referred to the literature for more details.
Let U(") be a cost function on RD. We wish to find an element of RD which minimizes U(Q). A general description of the MCAA for solving this problem Here the candidate solution is usually a probabilistically generated perturbation of the current solution.
Also, the "temperature" pammeter T is slowly decreased as the algorithm proceeds, making transitions to higher cost states less likely. The algorithm stops subject to some termination criterion.
The MCAA can be precisely formulated as a continuous state Markov chain as follows. Let q(x,y) be a transition probability density from x to y (x,y e IRD); q(x,y) is a probability density for the candidate state y given the current state x. The continuous state armealing chain {Y~) (at a fixed temperature T) has 1-step transition probability density from x to y given by [1
and as the temperature T tends to zero we get z(T,*) converging to a density n" ("), which is concentrated on the global minima of U(0). If the rate of temperature decrease is slow enough, then (Y~) remains near the equilibrium distributions and also concentrates on the global minima for k large (Gelfand and Mitter, 1992) (we note that the proof of convergence in~e continuous case naturally requires many more kxhnical assumptions and details than the discrete case).
Unfortumtely,
there is a large gap between the theory and application of the MCAA.
The main probContinuous Optimization 495 lem is that the theoretically appropriate rates of demme for the temperature are far too slow for practical implementation.
In practice, one needs a temperature schedule, a candidate generator and a termination criterion which achieve desirable tradeoffs between complexity and performance.
A practical methodology for continuous state MCAA'S can be adopted with relatively few changes from the methodology for discrete state MCAA'S developed by Johnson et al. (1989) (refinements of this latter methodology form the basis for most implementations of MCAA'S in both continuous and discrete statespace). A key quantity in this methodology is the acceptance probability PA(T) which is estimated by
where N~(l") is the number of moves accepted, and N(T) is the number of moves attempted, at temperature T. Although there is some motivation for allowing N(T) to increase with decreasing T, the experiments by Johnson et al. (1989) suggest that there is no red advantage to doing so, and hence N(T) is fixed at some number N. The methodology proceeds by making this fixed number of iterations (attempted moves) at each of a sequence of geometrically decaying temperatures, and the initial and final temperatures are selected by requiring that the acceptance probability be specified values.
For termination in the discrete case it is also required that the running cost for the best solution has not decreased over the 5 previous temperature values; in the continuous case considered here we modify this to only require that the ruining cost for the best solution has not decreased by more than a small threshold. A summary description of the algorithm is given below.
Markov chain annealing algorithm methodology
Input parameters: p. (initial acceptance probability), w (final acceptance probability), p (geometric ratio in temperature schedule), N (number of iterations at any temperature), & (termination threshold) 1.
2.
3.
4.
Find initial temperature TO such that~A(T~) = p. •1 Although there have been some successes qmted with MCAA'S of the general type described above, it has been observed that the method is very inefficient fix high dimensional problems, essentially beeause it does not exploit the smoothness of the cost function.
In the next section, we discuss the GAA which may overcome this inefficiency in some problems.
GRADIENT ANNEALING ALGORITHM
Let U@) be a smooth cost function (at least C2) on RD. We wish to find an element of RD which minimizes UP).
Here we consider GAA as an alternative to the MCAA described in Section 2.
'l'he GAA (with a fixed step size v and temperature T) is given by the following stochastic recursion x~+~= x~-J.LVU(XJJ + @iw~(3.1) where {Wk ) is a standard D-dimensional white Gaussian noise sequence, artificially added in (via Monte
Carlo simulation) to try to avoid getting trapped in local minima, and the temperature T (and possibly the stepsize V) is slowly decreased as k gets large. The asymptotic (large-time) behavior of GAA and MCAA are similar. For fixed temperature T and small step-size u the process {X~] neudy has a Gibbs equilibrium distribution with density function z(T,"), and as the temperature T tends to zero we get z(T,") converging to a z*(*) which is concentrated on the global minima of U("). If the rate of temperature and step-size decrease are chosen appropriately, then { Xk ) remains near the equilibrium distributions and also concentrates on the global minima for large k (Kushner, 1987; Gelfand and Mitter, 1991 b,c) .
GAA is plagued by the same gap between theory and application as the MCAA'S. Theoretically appropriate rates of deerease for the temperature schedule are too slow for practical implementation, and no results are available concerning the important case of fixed stepsize which by analogy with standard gradient algorithms is necessary for rapid convergence. In practice one needs a temperature schedule, a step-size (assumed known and fixed here) and a termination criterion which achieve desirable tmleoffs between complexity and perfmmance, Practical implementation of GAA appears not to have received any attention in the literature.
We shall suggest a practical methodology for GAA based on the methodology for MCAA'S discussed in Section 2, and the relationship between GAA and MCAA which we shall elaborate on below. We shall show that GAA and a certain class of MCAA interpolated into continuous time (with Step-size/interpolation interval @ both have a diffusion limit (as E + O), and these diffusion limits are linearly time-scaled versions of one another.
Hence by taking into account the appropriate time-scaling, we ean use the MCAA methodology as a basis for a GAA methodology.
An important feature of this approach is that it allows us to implicitly associate the idea of acceptance probability with GAA -a critical quantity in developing temperature schedules and initialization and termination criterion for most practical annealing schemes.
Diffusion Limits for MCAA and GAA
We first formulate a MCAA which has the appropriate structure and scaling to admit a diffusion limit. Referring to the general version of the MCAA in Section 2 we consider here a transition density q~, ") which corresponds to selecting a coordinate direction at random, and then making a Gaussian perturbation along This suggests that we can use the MCAA methodology to guide the GAA methodology by correcting for the scaling (this is not to say that GAA and MCAA perform the same; see the discussion in Section 4), l%e idea is the following.
Suppose we run the MCAA (Y~) for N iterations at temperature T, and consider the GAA (Xk ) also at temperature T. Then since the limit diffusion Y(*) for {Y~) is a linearly timescaled version of the limit diffusion X6) for (X~) with scale factor~(T'), the suggestion is to run the GAA {Xk) for N(T) =~(T)N iterations at temperature T to compensate for the time scaling. Now we still need to choose the parameter a in the variance of the MCAA. We do this by choosing~(To) = 1, i.e., we choose the GAA and MCAA to run at the same time scale at the initial (high) teinperature value To (this choice is somewhat arbitrary but avoids introducing additional parameters), Hence a= 2TOD and so~= To/T and thus N~= (T~N, and we run the GAA (Xk ) for Nj = p-jNo iterations at temperature Tj = $To. From a practical point of view, we may impose a ceiling on the number of iterations the GAA can make at any temperature,
The basic structure of the MCAA methodology now carries over to a GAA, except that the MCAA uses a fixed number of iterations at each of a geometrically dmeasing sequence of tempemtures, while rhe GAA uses a geometrically in creasing sequence of iterations at a geodetically decreasing sequence of temperatures.
To apply the MCAA methodology to GAA it is desirable to find a good estimate of the acceptance probability, which is used to &termine the initial and final tempcmtures. Cleady, it is not desirable to estimate the acceptance probability via a Monte Carlo simulation of a MCAA (in addition to the GAA). Now in view of the limit diffusion analysis, the appearance of the gradient term in the GAA can be viewed as a local approximation in a certain MCAA.
This approximation is possible because of the (assumed) smoothness in the cost function and the smallness of the step size, and should result in significant computational and performance advantages for GAA.
We shall next discuss how to make some other local approximations in the MCAA to facilitate estimation of the acceptance probability, which should make for more efficient determination of the initial and final temperatures.
The acceptance probability at temperamre T is given by We estimate PA (T [ x,i) 
